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ABSTRACT Cache side-channel attack is one of the critical security threats to modern computing systems.
As a representative cache side-channel attack, Flush+Reload attack allows an attacker to steal confidential
information (e.g., private encryption key) by monitoring a victim’s cache access patterns while generating
the confidential values. Meanwhile, for providing high performance with memory-intensive applications that
do not fit in the on-chip SRAM-based last-level cache (e.g., L3 cache), modern computing systems start to
deploy DRAM cache between the SRAM-based last-level cache and the main memory DRAM, which can
provide low latency and/or high bandwidth. However, in this work, we propose an approach that exploits
the DRAM cache for security rather than performance, called ByCA. ByCA bypasses the L3 shared cache
when accessing cache blocks suspected as target blocks of an attacker. Consequently, ByCA eliminates the
timing difference when the attacker accesses the target cache blocks, nullifying the Flush+Reload attacks.
To this end, ByCA keeps cache blocks suspected as target blocks of the attacker and stores their states (i.e.,
flushed by clflush or not) in the L4 DRAM cache even with clflush instruction; ByCA re-defines and
re-implements clflush instruction not to flush cache blocks from the L4 DRAM cache while flushing the
blocks from other level caches (i.e., L1, L2, and L3 caches). In addition, ByCA bypasses L3 cache when the
attacker or the victim accesses the target blocks flushed by clflush, making the attacker always obtain
the blocks from L4 DRAM cache regardless of the victim’s access patterns. Consequently, ByCA eliminates
the timing difference, thus the attacker cannot monitor the victim’s cache access patterns. For L4 DRAM
cache, we implement Alloy Cache design and use an unused bit in a tag entry for each block to store its
state. ByCA only requires a single bit extension to cache blocks in L1 and L2 private caches, and a tag entry
for each block in the L4 DRAM cache. Our experimental results show that ByCA completely eliminates
the timing differences when the attacker reloads the target blocks. Furthermore, ByCA does not show the
performance degradation for the victim while co-running with the attacker that flushes and reloads target
blocks temporally and repetitively.

INDEX TERMS Flush+Reload attack, DRAM cache architecture, cache side channel attack, cache
architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cache side-channel attack that can steal confidential informa-
tion (e.g., private encryption key) becomes one of the critical
threats to modern computing systems. As a representative
cache side-channel attack, Flush+Reload attack [1] enables
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an attacker to steal the private encryption key of a victim by
monitoring an execution flow of the victim represented by
access patterns to shared cache (e.g., L3 cache). Furthermore,
speculative attacks that attempt to figure out confidential data
where the attacker does not have access permission (e.g.,
Meltdown [2], Spectre [3]) exploit the Flush+Reload attack.
To figure out victim’s access pattern to the shared cache,
a Flush+Reload attacker first flushes target blocks, and waits
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for victim’s accesses, and reloads the target cache blocks.
When reloading the target blocks, the attacker can distinguish
whether target blocks are accessed by the victim or not by
measuring access latency to the target blocks. The attacker
obtains the target block with shorter latency with a cache
hit if the victim accesses the target block while obtaining
the block, or with longer latency with a cache miss if the
victim does not access the block. Consequently, exploiting
the timing differences, Flush+Reload attacks can steal the
confidential information that can be inferred by monitoring
access pattern to the cache memory. Meanwhile, for high
performance with memory-intensive applications that do not
fit in the SRAM-based Last-level Cache (LLC), which is
typically L3 cache and shared by all cores, modern computer
systems, such as Intel’s Knights’ Landing [4], start to deploy
an L4 DRAM cache based on emerging 3D stacked memory
technology (e.g., HBM [5], HMC [6]) between the SRAM
LLC and the main memory DRAM. Such DRAM cache can
provide low latency and/or high bandwidth compared with
the main memory, and much larger capacity than the SRAM
cache according to the type of DRAM and its implemen-
tation [7]. To maximize its benefits regarding performance,
most of prior work propose various techniques for the DRAM
cache [8]–[12].

In this work, we propose ByCA that exploits the L4 DRAM
cache for security rather than for performance, assuming
SRAM and shared LLC is at L3 as most of modern processor
architecture; note that ByCA also can exploit the DRAM
cache at any level, but right below shared SRAM LLC tar-
geted by attacker. In particular, by keeping cache blocks
suspected as attacker’s target blocks and storing their state
in L4 DRAM cache while not loading them to shared L3
cache, ByCA eliminates the timing differences seen by the
attacker, when the attacker accesses the target cache blocks,
nullifying Flush+Reload attack. To this end, we implement
the L4 DRAM cache based on Alloy Cache [10], and imple-
ment bypass bit using a single bit of a tag entry for each
block to record whether the block was flushed or not. By
bypassing the shared LLC when the attacker/victim accesses
target blocks with bypass bit set, the attacker always
obtains the blocks from the L4 DRAM cache when private
cache misses occur regardless of victim’s accesses to the
blocks.

For leaving the flushed blocks in the L4 DRAM cache,
we re-define and re-implement clflush instruction, pro-
vided by x86 ISA, which flushes cache blocks from all cache
memories in the entire hierarchy. The re-defined clflush
does not flush the target blocks in L4 DRAM cache while
flushing the blocks loaded in other level caches (e.g., L1, L2,
and L3 caches), which makes the flushed blocks be written
back to the L4 DRAM cache rather than main memory.
Leaving the flushed blocks in the L4 DRAM cache while
flushing the blocks in other level caches also can defend
the system against Flush+Reload attacks targeting the L4
cache by negating the effect of clflush in the L4 DRAM
cache.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that exploits L4 DRAM cache for defending against cache
side-channel attacks rather than for improving performance.
With very simple hardware modification, ByCA fundamen-
tally eliminates both L3 shared SRAM cache and L4 DRAM
cache from the attack surface of Flush+Reload. Our exper-
imental results show that ByCA can eliminate timing dif-
ferences, completely nullifying Flush+Reload attacks with
simple hardware modifications without performance degra-
dation. The major contributions of our work are as follows:

1) We propose a simple L3 bypass architecture and
modified clflush instruction, which nullifies
Flush+Reload attack by eliminating the timing differ-
ences.

2) ByCA fundamentally eliminates both L3 and L4
DRAM cache from the attack surface.

3) ByCA does not require complex hardware modification
while just requiring single bit extension to cache blocks
in L1 and L2 caches and tag entries in L4DRAMcache.

4) We demonstrate that our approach eliminates the tim-
ing differences when accessing flushed cache blocks,
nullifying Flush+Reload attack using trace-driven sim-
ulator.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains background and related work. After describing
threat model of this paper in Section III, we introduce ByCA
to nullify Flush+Reload attacks exploiting L4 DRAM cache
in Section IV. Section VI discusses issues of ByCA and
potential extensions of ByCA. Section V describes our exper-
imental methodology and results. Section VII concludes this
paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. CACHE SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACK AND FLUSH+RELOAD
ATTACK
The cache side-channel attacks (e.g., Flush+Reload [1],
Prime+Probe [13], Evict+Reload [14] or other variants [15],
[16]) can steal confidential information by inferring an exe-
cution flow represented by cache access patterns of a victim
process; those attacks can also directly infer confidential data
(e.g., encryption key) by accessing data where the attacker
does not have access permission (e.g., Meltdown [2], Spec-
tre [3]). To infer the execution flow, the attacker keeps mon-
itoring the access patterns by exploiting timing difference
when accessing a particular cache block in the cachememory.
Such cache side-channel attacks repeat following steps. First,
the attacker initializes the target cache memory to its desired
state by flushing or filling cache blocks, and then waits for
a while to let the victim access the cache memory. Next,
the attacker reloads or refills cache blocks, and figures out
which cache blocks are accessed by the victim process by
exploiting the timing difference when reloading or refilling
blocks. For example, the attacker experiences much shorter
latency with a cache hit when reloading the flushed block if
the victim accesses and loads the block to the cache memory
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from the main memory while the attacker waits. By repeating
the initialization, wait, and reload, the attacker can monitor
the access patterns of the victim at the cache memory.

Algorithm 1 Square-and-Multiply Algorithm of GnuPG
1: INPUT: base b, exponent[] e, modulo m
2: x ← 1
3: for i← |e| − 1 to 0 do
4: x ← x ∗ x (Square)
5: x ← x mod m (Reduce)
6: if e[i] = 1 then
7: x ← x ∗ b (Multiply)
8: x ← x mod m (Reduce)
9: end if
10: end for
11: return x

Such cache side-channel attacks mainly target processes
generating private encryption keys using open source libraries
(e.g., GnuPG [17], OpenSSL [18]) while showing the dif-
ferent cache access patterns depending on the generated key
values. For example, when the victim process generates an
encryption key bit by bit, it shows different execution flows
depending on the generated bit while accessing different
cache blocks in the shared cache. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudo-code of Square-and-Multiply exponentiation used by
GnuPG version 1.4.13. At every iteration the algorithm refers
the exponent bits, performing square and reduce operation.
If the exponent bit is one, the algorithm calls multiply and
reduce functions additionally while not calling those func-
tions when the bit is zero. Consequently, since the expo-
nent bit determines the control flow of GnuPG, the attacker
can infer the value of the exponent bit of each iteration by
monitoring the control flow of the victim process. Suppose
the attacker observes that the victim calls square-reduce-
multiply-reduce functions in order. In that case, they figure
out that the exponent bit is one while figuring out the bit
is zero if they observe that the victim calls square-reduce
functions. Thus, monitoring the execution flow when the
victim generates the private key allows the attacker to obtain
the entire key value.

Flush+Reload attack [1] is a representative cache
side-channel attack that infers the secret key by monitoring
access patterns of the victim to shared cache. Meltdown [2]
and Spectre [3] use such Flush+Reload attack as a part of
their attacks inferring confidential information inside the
cache memory stored by the speculative execution conducted
by the attacker. The steps of Flush+Reload attack are as
follows. To initialize the state of cache memory, the attacker
flushes target cache blocks including function codes executed
while generating the secret key in the shared library (e.g.,
GnuPG) using clflush instruction. Next, the attacker waits
for a certain amount of time to let the victim access the
flushed blocks while generating the key value. Lastly, the
attacker reloads the target blocks, and measures the access
latency to distinguish whether the victim accessed the target

blocks or not. If the access latency is very short (i.e., cache hit
latency) when reloading the blocks, it means that the victim
has accessed and loaded the blocks to the shared cache before
the attacker reloads the blocks. Otherwise, it means that the
victim has not accessed the blocks, thus the attacker obtains
blocks from the main memory with longer latency (i.e., main
memory latency). Depending on a generated bit (i.e., 0 or 1)
of the key, the attacker experiences cache hits at different
cache blocks, which enables them to infer the value of the
generated bits.

B. L4 DRAM CACHE ARCHITECTURE
Several studies propose a cache architecture based on emerg-
ing high-bandwidth DRAM (e.g., HBM [5], HMC [6]), called
L4 DRAM cache, implemented between the SRAM-based
LLC and main memory. Compared with the SRAM-based
L3 cache, the L4 DRAM cache provides higher bandwidth
and larger capacity at the cost of latency [7]. The DRAM
cache based on the traditional cache architecture requires two
separate accesses, for tag and data, which become the main
sources of the access latency [19].

There have been several studies to improve the perfor-
mance of the DRAM cache. Loh and Hill [12] propose the
DRAMcache architecture that places tag and data in the same
DRAM row, reducing the access latency by accessing both tag
and data with a row buffer hit. They also provide MissMap
that avoids extra DRAM cache accesses by identifying that
the corresponding cache blocks do not exist in the DRAM
cache. Huang and Nagarajan [11] use SRAM banks for
storing tags, reducing tag lookup latency. The other prior
works in [8], [9] propose an on-chip L4 DRAM cache based
on eDRAM and 3D-stacked DRAM, respectively. By placing
the L4 DRAM cache near processors or deploying private L4
cache for each core, we can benefit from the lower latency
than the off-chip DRAM.

FIGURE 1. The architecture of alloy cache.

In this work, for the L4 DRAM cache that provides high
bandwidth and large capacity at the cost of latency [7],
we employ Alloy Cache [10] architecture. Figure 1 illustrates
the architecture of Alloy cache, which places a tag next to
data in the same DRAM row. Since the tag and data block are
placed continuously in a DRAM row, Alloy Cache does not
require an extra access to the DRAMcache for the tag lookup,
and can even read the tag and data with a single burst of
DRAM read operation. Alloy Cache has unused bits in each
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tag entry, thus we can store additional information that can be
used for further performance improvement. Young et al. [20]
and Chou et al. [21] use the unused bits in the tag entries
of Alloy Cache for supporting cache compression and cache
coherence of multi-node systems. In this work, we also use
the unused bits in the tag entries of Alloy Cache to defend
against the Flush+Reload attack.

C. DEFENDING AGAINST FLUSH+RELOAD ATTACKS
A quite number of studies propose solutions to defend
against cache-side channel attacks including Flush+Reload.
Liu et al. [22], Wang et al. [23], Kiriansky et al. [24] pro-
pose software-based cache partitioning policies using Intel’s
Cache Allocation Technology (Intel CAT) to allocate sep-
arate cache partitions for attacker and victim. However,
partitioning shared cache inherently degrades the overall
cache utilization [25] while requiring a rich hardware imple-
mentation such as Intel CAT technology [26]. RIC [27]
allows an exception for read-only blocks not to obey inclu-
sion property in the inclusive cache since target blocks
including program codes (instructions) are read-only. How-
ever, protecting read-only blocks is not enough for attacks
that do not target such code blocks (e.g., Meltdown).
SHARP [28] modifies clflush not to allow user space
applications to flush non-writable cache blocks to disable
Flush+Reload Attack. Therefore, SHARP can defend sys-
tems against Flush+Reload, but applications cannot use
clflush instruction.

III. THREAT MODEL
We assume the victim and attacker co-run in a single physical
machine while not sharing a physical core. We assume that a
physical machine has a private L1 and L2 cache for each core,
an L3 cache shared by all cores, and an L4 DRAM cache also
shared by all cores, thus the attacker and victim can share
the L3 and L4 cache. We do not consider other side-channel
attacks such as Prime+Probe and Evict+Reload, or attacks
exploiting speculative executions, (e.g., Meltdown, Spectre).

IV. ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we propose ByCA, Bypassing Cache
Architecture, which defends against Flush+Reload attack by
exploiting L4 DRAM cache. We first discuss how to bypass
the shared L3 cache when loading cache blocks targeted by
an attacker conducting Flush+Reload attack to eliminate the
timing differences when accessing the target blocks in the
conventional cache hierarchy without DRAM cache. Next,
we discuss how we can exploit L4 DRAM cache to support
for bypassing.

A. BYPASSING L3 CACHE IN CONVENTIONAL CACHE
HIERARCHY
To prevent Flush+Reload attack inferring victim’s confiden-
tial information by monitoring the shared L3 cache, we can
simply bypass the L3 cache when loading cache blocks
flushed by clflush instruction. With bypassing the L3,

an attacker cannot exploit timing differences when reloading
the flushed blocks since the L3 does not hold the blocks,
and thus the attacker always obtain the blocks from the main
memory. To support the bypassing, we can maintain an addi-
tional bit (i.e.,bypass bit) in somewhere tomarkwhether
the cache block was flushed by clflush instruction or not;
when a block is flushed by clflush instruction, bypass
bit is set. Assuming typical cache hierarchy with three level
caches without L4 DRAM cache, the bypass bit can be
implemented by extending data or hardware structure for
metadata, such as page table, Translation Look-aside Buffer
(TLB). However, an entry of TLB and page table has page
information for a virtual page. Therefore, we must track and
update all virtual pages mapped to a physical page including
target cache blocks to maintain bypass bit correctly.
If the bypass bit is set when a process accesses a cache

block, the cache controller loads the block just into private
L1 and L2 caches, and bypasses the shared L3 cache. Thus,
when an attacker running on another core reloads the flushed
block with the bypass bit set, the block is obtained
from the main memory along with a cache miss regardless
of the behavior of a victim. Consequently, such bypassing
approach nullifies the Flush+Reload attack by eliminating
timing differences when the attacker accesses target blocks
flushed by clflush instruction. To support bypassing L3
for cache blocks from L1 and L2 caches, the cache blocks in
the caches also keep the bypass bit. For example, dirty
blocks can be written back to L3 cache when they are evicted
or invalidated at the L1 or L2 caches. If there is inclusion
property between L1 and L2 caches, only the L2 cache needs
to store bypass bit in the blocks. Otherwise, both L1 and
L2 caches need to maintain the bypass bit in each block
to bypass L3 when written back to the L3 cache.

B. BYPASSING L3 EXPLOITING L4 DRAM CACHE
Bypassing L3 in the conventional cache hierarchy with three
levels faces an issue about metadata: where to store bypass
bit when L1 or L2 misses occur. In this section, we pro-
pose ByCA that exploits the L4 DRAM cache supporting
the bypassing L3 cache, nullifying Flush+Reload attacks.
To this end, ByCA re-defines and re-implements clflush
instruction not to flush cache blocks from the L4 cache while
flushing the blocks from L1, L2, and L3 caches. ByCA stores
the bypass bit in an unused bit of a tag entry for each
block in L4 DRAM cache, and sets the bit when the block is
flushed. When a victim/attacker accesses the flushed cache
block, they obtain the block from the L4 cache. After the
cache controller checks the bypass bit, if the bit is set,
it loads the block to L1 and L2 cache while bypassing the
L3 cache. Since the attacker always obtains flushed blocks
from L4 DRAM cache, and the blocks are not loaded to L3
cache, ByCA completely nullifies Flush+Reload attack with
a negligible space overhead (i.e., one bit per cache block in
L1, L2, and DRAM cache).

Figure 2a, Figure 2b, and Figure 2c illustrate when an
attacker flushes target blocks, waits for victim’s access, and
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FIGURE 2. Nullifying Flush+Reload attack exploiting L4 DRAM cache.

reloads blocks, respectively, with ByCA. ¶ Attacker flushes
target blocks, resulting in invalidation of block A and B in
private caches, and shared L3 cache. Note that the bypass
bit in shared L4 DRAM cache is set, which makes blocks
bypass L3 cache on reloads. · The block A and B in private
caches of victim’s core is also invalidated in accordance
with the inclusive nature. ¸ The victim accesses block A, ¹
which is loaded from L4 cache bypassing L3 cache as the
bypass bit in L4 cache is set. º The attacker reloads
both block A and B to distinguish the blocks accessed by
the victim. » Both blocks are loaded from L4 DRAM cache
with the same access latency since the bypass bit is set
for both blocks regardless of victim’s accesses. Consequently,
the attacker cannot exploit the timing differences, thus cannot
infer confidential information by conducting Flush+Reload
attack.

V. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
A. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We implement and evaluate ByCA with a trace-driven sim-
ulator, Sniper [29]. Table 1 shows hardware configurations
that we modeled. We configure shorter latency for L4 DRAM
cache than the main memory DRAM. As a base architecture
of DRAM cache, we implement Alloy Cache and implement
clflush instruction. We model a cache hierarchy with
inclusion property while allowing the exception for flushed
blocks by clflush instruction. We implement an attacker
program that conducts Flush+Reload and use GnuPG 1.4.13
as a victim programwhile running them on separate cores.We
evaluate with three scenarios, 1) baseline (not bypassing
L3 + flushing blocks in L4), 2) bypassing L3 only
(bypassing L3 + flushing blocks in L4), and 3) ByCA
(bypassing L3, not flushing blocks in L4).

B. SECURITY EVALUATION
To demonstrate that ByCA nullifies Flush+Reload attack by
eliminating the timing differences when accessing flushed
blocks, we plot the access latency of every accesses to target
blocks by the attacker in the middle of execution in Figure 3.

TABLE 1. Hardware configuration.

The x-axis shows the order of accesses to the target blocks
while the y-axis shows the access latency of each access in
nanosecond scale. Figure 3a shows results of baseline
where clflush flushes cache blocks in all caches including
L4DRAMcachewithout bypassing. As plotted, after flushed,
the attacker obtains the block from L3 cache if the victim
accesses the target block while obtaining the block from
the main memory if the victim does not access the block.
Exploiting the difference in access latency between L3 and
DRAM (i.e., 27ns and 80ns), the attacker can infer the access
patterns of the victim’s to the L3 cache.

Figure 3b shows bypassing L3 only is not enough to defend
against Flush+Reload attack without re-implementation of
clflush. As baseline, the attacker obtains the target
block from the main memory when reloading it if the victim
does not access the block after flushed. However, if the victim
accesses the block, bypassing only obtains the block
from L4 DRAM cache. Consequently, depending on victim’s
access, the attacker obtains the block with the main memory
or L4 DRAM cache, generating the timing differences.

However, ByCA eliminates the timing differences by
re-implementing clflush to not flush the block in L4
DRAM cache, as plotted in Figure 3c. Regardless of the
victim’s behavior, the attacker always obtains the target block
from the DRAM cache. Therefore, the attacker cannot figure
out the cache access pattern of the victim at all.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To investigate impact of our proposed architecture on per-
formance, we compare ByCA with baseline in terms of
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of access latency.

TABLE 2. Victim’s IPC.

Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) in Table 2. For baseline,
we model L4 DRAM cache without bypassing imple-
mentation of ByCA. We run two different attack scenar-
ios, repetitive attack and temporal attack.
We repeat Flush+Reload for repetitive attackwhile
conducting Flush+Reload only once at the beginning for
temporal attack.

As ByCA replaces main memory accesses for flushed
lines with L4 cache accesses, the IPC of victim rather
slightly improves with ByCA even though the attacker con-
ducts Flush+Reload repetitively. Furthermore, baseline
and ByCA show the same IPC with temporal attack since
the victim mostly obtains flushed cache blocks from private
caches. Therefore, with these attack scenarios,ByCA does not
need to clear bypass bit. However, if applications flush
a quite number of cache blocks using clflush instruction
and reuse the blocks, bypassing L3 cache may degrade per-
formance. We remain policies to clear bypass bit as our
future work.

D. STORAGE OVERHEAD
ByCA requires one bit (i.e., bypass bit) for cache blocks
placed on L1, L2, and L4 DRAM caches while not requiring
the extra bit for cache blocks placed on L3 cache. Therefore,
with 64B size cache blocks, ByCA requires about 0.2% extra
storage for caches that maintain bypass bit. In our eval-
uation, since we use 32KB L1 and 256KB L2 caches, ByCA
additionally requires 64B and 512B for L1 and L2 caches,
respectively. Since ByCA maintains bypass bit only at
L1 and L2 caches, it requires about 0.025% extra storage
in our evaluation scenario where four cores, each of which
is with a private L1 (32KB) and L2 (256KB) cache, shares
an 8MB L3 cache. Furthermore, if L1 and L2 caches are
inclusive, ByCA does not need to maintain bypass bit for
L1 caches.

As discussed in Section IV, ByCA uses a bit among unused
bits in a tag field. As our experimental configuration, with a
1GB DRAM cache with 48-bit physical address, each block
uses 18 bits for the tag and 2 bits for the valid bit and dirty
bit. Since the size of the tag field is 8B (64 bits), each DRAM
cache block has 44 unused bits in the tag field. ByCA uses
a single bit as bypass bit among the 44 bits. There-
fore, ByCA does not require additional storage to maintain
bypass bit for the L4 DRAM cache.

VI. DISCUSSION
A. CLEARING BYPASS BIT AND PERFORMANCE
DEGRADATION
Although we do not discuss about clearing bypass bit
in the previous sections, bypassing L3 cache may have
impact on the performance. Inherently, compared with the
conventional clflush implementation and cache hierarchy
without L4 DRAM cache, our approach without clearing
the bypass bit does not notably degrade performance
of the victim while co-running with the attacker conduct-
ing Flush+Reload attacks since the victim mostly obtains
the flushed cache blocks from the main memory; note that
our approach just requires simple hardware modification for
bypassing and maintaining the history for the flushed blocks.
Our approach rather improves the victim’s performance while
co-running with the attacker since the victim obtains the
flushed blocks from L4DRAM cache with lower latency than
the main memory.

Although we show that ByCA does not degrade the perfor-
mance notable even with the temporal attack, if the number of
target blocks flushed by the attacker increases considerably,
since the flushed blocks will permanently bypass the L3
cache even without any attacker, ByCA may suffer from per-
formance degradation without clearing bypass bit when
the victim does not co-run with the attacker that flush target
blocks repetitively. For example, although the attacker flushes
the cache blocks once and does not conduct the attack repeat-
edly, the victim always obtains the blocks from L4 DRAM
caches not from the L3 cache; the victim will obtain the block
from the L3 cache without the attacker. Therefore, to avoid
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the performance degradation by bypassing L3, we need to
clear the bypass bit periodically. The length of the clear-
ing period should be carefully determined since too long
period can degrade performance while too short period can
load the target blocks to L3 cache when the attacker co-runs.
However, in most cases, the number of target blocks will not
be large; the number of target blocks for GnuPG is three.

B. DEFENDING AGAINST OTHER CACHE SIDE-CHANNEL
ATTACKS EXPLOITING L4 DRAM CACHE
In this work, we propose an approach that can defend
against Flush+Reload attack while not considering other
cache side-channel attacks, such as Prime+Probe [13] and
Evict+Reload [14]. While Flush+Reload attack flushes the
target block, other attacks evict target blocks by filling other
cache blocks in the cache memory. Compared with monitor-
ing flushed blocks, monitoring evicted blocks is challeng-
ing since all blocks can be evicted while a small number
of blocks is targeted by clflush instruction. Therefore,
we need to predict target blocks based on access patterns or
eviction frequency of blocks, and selectively monitor only the
blocks predicted as target blocks of the attacker. After setting
the bypass bit for the blocks predicted as target blocks
of attacker, bypassing L3 cache for the blocks exploiting
DRAM cache can defend against the eviction-based attacks
in the almost same way. We remain supporting other cache
side-channel attacks along with target block prediction as our
future work.

C. DEFENDING AGAINST SPECULATIVE ATTACKS
EXPLOITING FLUSH+RELOAD ATTACK
Speculative attacks such as Meltdown [2] and Spectre [3]
exploit cache side-channel attacks to access privileged data.
For example, Meltdown intentionally raises an exception by
accessing the region where the attacker cannot access, such as
kernel memory region.While handling the exception, the core
executes instructions speculatively that must not be executed.
As the attacker cannot directly access the privileged region,
the attacker creates side-channel with the speculatively exe-
cuted instructions.

However, since the attacker exploits its own cache blocks
for Flush+Reload attack, the attacker flushes/reloads the
target block from/to its private cache. Therefore, it requires
techniques to defend against Flush+Reload attack targeting
private caches (e.g., L1 cache) along with techniques for
shared caches. We remain an approach that defend against
such speculative attacks as our future work.

VII. CONCLUSION
We propose ByCA that nullifies a representative cache
side-channel attack, Flush+Reload, exploiting L4 DRAM
cache. ByCA re-defines and re-implements clflush
instruction to not flush a cache block from the L4 DRAM
cache while flushing blocks from other level caches.
After that, ByCA bypasses the L3 cache when accessing
flushed cache blocks that can be targeted by the attacker.

Consequently, ByCA eliminates timing differences when the
attacker accesses the target blocks since the attacker always
obtains the target blocks from the L4 DRAM cache regard-
less of the victim’s accesses. To distinguish between flushed
blocks and other blocks, ByCA stores whether the cache
block was flushed by clflush or not in an unused bit, i.e.,
bypass bit in each tag entry of L4 DRAM cache, which
adds negligible overheads when used with Alloy Cache archi-
tecture. Using the simulated environment, we demonstrate
that ByCA completely eliminates the timing differences, nul-
lifying Flush+Reload attack. Furthermore, we show that
ByCA does not degrade victim’s performance due to the L3
bypassing when the victim co-runs with the attacker.

In this work, we propose ByCA for systems that allow
user applications to flush cache blocks in the unprivileged
mode. However, an attacker can conduct other types of
cache-side channel attacks rather than Flush+Reload, such
as Prime+Probe and Evict+Reload attacks, against systems
that do not allow such flush instruction (e.g., ARMv7) in
the unprivileged mode; ARMv8 allows user applications to
flush cache blocks only when it is specifically enabled. We
remain extensions to defend systems against Prime+Probe
and Evict+Reload attacks exploiting the L4 DRAM cache as
our future work.
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